
     
 
 
 
 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
-----------------------------------------------------------X 
IN RE: HURRICANE SANDY CASES 
 
THIS DOCUMENT APPLIES TO: 
Docket No.: 
 
14-cv-00461-JFB-WDW 

14 MC 41 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO SET 
DISCOVERY SCHEDULE AND 

SET FOR TRIAL 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 
We are informing the court that the mediation in Raimey vs. Wright National Flood 

Insurance Company has failed.  We are disappointed but have no choice but to hereby move the 

Court for a discovery schedule and set this matter for trial.       

Directly after the storm, the defendant and their experts were allowed inspections and 

were presented with overwhelming evidence from the property owners that the home’s 

foundation was damaged by hydrostatic forces from Sandy.  The adjuster told the clients they 

should not bother with drying out the home because the foundation was destroyed by flood and 

the house would need to be demolished.  A subsequent professional engineer was sent out and 

confirmed to the property owner that the flood destroyed the foundation of the home and the 

home was a total loss.  Despite this clear damage presented, the property owner was wrongfully 

denied coverage by a WYO carrier who is a longstanding client of the Nielsen firm.  The 

property owner was forced to incur the expense of hiring an attorney and we incurred the 

expense of additional experts. We presented further evidence that the foundation of the home 

was damaged by hydrostatic forces.  In good faith, and in compliance with the Court's order, we 

attended mediation and presented our expert report on the obvious unpaid loss.  We provided 

firsthand evidence of the damages and the defendant has refused to even make an offer.  We can 

determine no legitimate reason for the initial or subsequent denials to pay this claim.    
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The CMO requires the Nielsen firm to produce all reports from an expert upon which it 

relies.  Notably, in this case, the Nielsen firm has failed to provide us with an original report of 

its New York Licensed Professional Engineer George Hernemar.  This engineer told our client 

that he issued a report that determined that the damage to the foundation was caused by the 

hydrostatic pressures from Sandy flood water.  This finding compels coverage.  We asked that 

the Nielsen firm contact Mr. Hernemar to obtain his original report because we believed we were 

not provided a correct copy of the original report.  The Nielsen firm refused, indicating that they 

sent us all reports, are currently "not in possession" of any other report, and have "no 

knowledge" of any other reports and they are under no further obligation to comply.  Instead, the 

Nielsen stood by the firm position that they sent us a true copy of the original report identified as 

U.S. Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304 from the Metairie office of U.S. Forensic, a firm that the 

Nielsen firm traditionally employees nationally.  The Nielsen firm sent us U.S. Forensic Report 

No. 12.22.1304, which purports to be authored by Professional Engineer George Hernemar.  The 

report lists Mr. Hernemar's license number, is titled U.S. Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304, but 

curiously omits the engineer's seal (a legal requirement in New York).  This copy of U.S. 

Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304 sent to us by the Metairie office indicates that the home 

foundation was NOT damaged by hydrostatic forces from Sandy: 

 
(1) The physical evidence observed at the property indicated that the 

subject building was not structurally damaged by hydrodynamic 
forces, hydrostatic forces, scour or erosion of the supporting soils, or 
buoyancy forces of the floodwaters associated with the subject flood 
event. 

 
(See, Copy of U.S. Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304, sent by Nielsen firm, at pg. 1, ¶ 1, 

attached as Exhibit 1, emphasis added). 
 

Mr. Hernemar personally told our client that he did not author a report that disclaimed 

causation from Sandy.  He told our clients he had in fact authored U.S. Forensic Report No. 
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12.22.1304, but the conclusion of U.S. Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304 confirmed the foundation 

was broken by hydrostatic forces from Sandy.  He indicated he was not authorized to provide a 

copy of the report, but he allowed our client to read the report on his computer screen.  While 

reading the report, our client took a cell phone image of the computer screen showing the cover 

page of U.S. Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304 and the causation paragraph of the report.  While 

the copy of the actual report has been denied, and we have been unable to get a copy, we have 

attached the image from our client's cell phone.  The image shows the cover page of U.S. 

Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304 and the causation paragraph which is the exact opposite of the 

Metairie office copy: 

(1) The physical evidence observed at the property indicated that the 
subject building was structural [sic] damaged by hydrodynamic forces 
associated with the flood event of October 29, 2012. The 
hydrodynamic forces appear to have caused the foundation walls 
around the south-west corner of the building to collapse. 

 
(See, cell phone photos of cover page and causation paragraph of U.S. Forensic Report 

No. 12.22.1304, attached as Exhibit 2). 
 

This evidence proves two things:  first, the defendant did not comply with the CMOs to 

produce all expert reports; second, it demonstrates that U.S. Forensic Report No. 12.22.1304 sent 

to us by the Nielsen firm was fraudulently altered to deny coverage.  The altered Metairie report 

appears identical to the original report except someone altered the causation paragraph with the 

word "not."  This is a clear and serious case of insurance fraud that has denied coverage to a 

good faith property owner. 

Despite Plaintiffs’ expert’s report which outlines overwhelming evidence that this home 

was destroyed by the flood, and nearly two years since the loss, the defendant has still refused to 

pay this claim.   This is not a case where an expert was sloppy or made a mistake and was willing 

to meet in good faith to confer with a party to correct it.  This is a case where defendant 

fraudulently altered an expert’s report to deny a valid claim and then allowed counsel to profit 

from stonewalling the victim.  We currently have approximately 117 cases with the Nielsen firm 
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and many utilize U.S. Forensic1 and other expert firms.  Most of these cases have reports that 

come to the same dubious conclusion that the home foundations were a total loss prior to storm 

damage.  A table of these cases is attached as Exhibit 3.  If the defendant and their counsel refuse 

to pay such a clear case, we expect they will refuse to pay any similarly situated claim. 

We cannot continue sit back and experience endless bad faith delay tactics.  We want a 

judgment against these parties.  We move the Court to set this case for trial and provide us with a 

discovery schedule on this matter.   

  
Respectfully submitted,  

      GAUTHIER, HOUGHTALING & 
WILLIAMS, L.L.P. 

 
s/James M. Williams 
James M. Williams 
JW3590 
3500 North Hullen Street 
Metairie, LA 70002 
JMW@ghwlegal.com 
Phone: (504) 456-8600 
Facsimile: (504) 456-8624 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Based upon information and belief, several executive members of the Metairie US Forensics office are from the former 
Rimkus branch in New Orleans.  Rimkus was quite active in Katrina in work for Nielsen form clients.  During this time 
Rimkus and Nielsen's clients employed the same tactics of changing engineering reports in the home office.   A criminal 
investigation by the State’s Attorney General led to the break-up of this 
firm.   http://www.badfaithinsurance.org/reference/General/0511a.htm.  Please see copy of Sun Herald article attached as 
exhibit 4.  Now these members of US Forensics are using the identical tactics against Sandy victims in New York. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

  I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing was electronically filed with the Clerk of 

Court using the CM/ECF System, which will automatically send notice to all counsel of record, 

this 26th day of September, 2014. 

s/James M. Williams 
James M. Williams 
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U.S. Forensic 
Eng1neering • Inspection • FailurE Analysis 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 

Building Damage Evaluation 

Location of Loss: 
Ramey Residential Building 

24 Michigan Street 
Long Beach, New York 11561-1309 

Claim No. 12-13381 

Prepared for: 
Fidelity National Property and Casualty 

Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 33064 

St. Petersburg, Florida 33733-8064 

Prepared by: 
U.S. Forensic, LLC 

3300 West Esplanade Avenue, Suite 601 
Metairie, Louisiana 70002 

Engineer of Record: 
George Hernemar, P.E. 

New York Registration No. 088718 

New Orleans • Lofoye1te • Ol'londo • Tompo • West Palm Seoch • Jock.soovme • Destin • Miami 
Ta llahassee • Memphis • Charlotte • Columbia • Hattiesburg • Picayune • Dollos • Aus1in 

Toll Free: (888) 873-6752 Fax: (888) 436-3092 www.ustorenstc.com 
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USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
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Results and Conclusions 

Based upon the information obtained and considered to date, we offer the 
following opinions: 

1) The physical evidence observed at the property indicated that the subject 

building was not structurally damaged by hydrodynamic forces, hydrostatic 

forces, scour or erosion of the supporting soils, or buoyancy forces of the 

floodwaters associated with the subject flood event. 

2) The physical evidence observed at the subject property indicated that the 

uneven roof slopes, leaning exterior walls and the uneven floor surfaces 

within the interior of the building, were the result of long term differential 

movement of the building and foundation that was caused by long-term 

differential movement of the supporting soils at the site and long-term 

deflection of the building framing. 

January 7, 2013 Page 1 
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USF Report No. 12.22.1 304 

Introduction 

Ms. Deborah Ramey reported that the residential building located at 24 Michigan 
Street in Long Beach, New York, was damaged by floodwaters that inundated 
the property on October 29, 2012 in connection with the passage of Hurricane 
Sandy. The specific damage reported was that the floodwaters caused 
displacement of the floor framing and uneven floor surfaces within the building. 

U.S. Forensic, LLC (U.S. Forensic) was retained by Fidelity National Property & 
Casualty Insurance Company to perform an evaluation of the building and to 
determine the cause and extent of the reported damage. Our work to complete 
this assignment was performed by George Hememar, P.E. and Ms. Deborah 
Ram was present during the inspection and provided information pertaining to 
the building. All measurements and data cited in this report are considered to be 
approximate values. 

Background Information 

Ms. Deborah Ramey reported that the building was constructed in 1938 and that 
she purchased the property 7 years ago. Ms. Deborah Ramey reported that for 2 
years ago. the entire kitchen was renovated and that new floor coverings were 
installed in the living room. 

Ms. Deborah Ramey reported on October 29. 2012 floodwater in connection with 
the passage of Hurricane Sandy affected the property. Ms. Ramey stated that 
floodwaters inundated the property. entered the crawlspace and interior living 
areas of the building and rose approximately 36 inches above the floor surface. 
Ms. Ramey reported that after the floodwaters receded, she noticed that the floor 
surfaces within the interior of the building and the roof slopes above the building 
were uneven and that soil was deposited around the perimeter of the foundation. 
Ms. Ramey stated that no structural repairs were performed to the building prior 
to our inspection. 

Site Observations 

The subject building was a 1.5-story, wood framed, 1-family dwelling structure 
supported on a pier-and-beam foundation system with interior piers and 
perimeter foundation walls constructed of concrete masonry unit (CMU) blocks. 

The exterior walls of the building were covered with horizontally lapped vinyl 
siding and the gable-style roof was covered with asphalt composite shingles. For 
the purpose of this report, the front of the building was referenced to face west. 

The topography of the property was flat. An approximately 1.5 feet deep layer of 
waterborne sand_surrounded the building. High water marks were observed on 
all sides of the building that were measured to be approximately 36 inches above 
the ground surface. No soil voids from recently scoured soils were observed 
along the perimeter of the building or at the property. 

On the exterior of the building, no scuff marks gouges or any other evidence of 
impacts from waterborne debris was noted. We measured the exterior walls of 

January 7, 2013 Page2 
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the building for verticality using a carpenter's level. The measurements taken 
indicated that the entire south wall was leaning outward approximately 1.6 inches 
over a height of 4 feet, the entire north wall was leaning inward approximately 1.6 
inches over a height of 4 feet, the entire west wall was leaning outward 
approximately 1 .1 inches over a height of 4 feet and that the. The entire east wall 
was leaning inward approximately 1.1 inches over a height of 4 feet. Some 
unevenness of the roof slopes was noted but no evidence of any recent shifting 
or movement of the exterior walls of the building was noted. 

Within the crawlspace area beneath the building, no vapor retarder covered the 
ground surfaces and the exposed soil was soft, wet and uneven. Deposits of 
waterborne debris were noted on the underside of the floor framing and the floor 
insulation was matted and fallen. No scoured soils were observed around any of 
the foundation piers, foundation walls or anywhere else beneath the building. No 
scuff mari<s, coloration differences or any other evidence of recent shifting or 
movement of the building framing or foundation components was observed 
beneath the building. 

Within the interior living area of the building, high water marks on the inside of 
the building were visible on various wall surfaces that were measured to be 
approximately 6 inches above the floor. Approximately half of the living room 
floor closest to the west wall yielded noticeably when walking on it. We noted a 
localized high ridge in the floor near central portions of the living room that was 
oriented parallel to the west wall. We performed relative elevation measurements 
of the floor surfaces within the interior living area of the building using an 
electronic relative elevation measuring device. The measured elevations of the 
floor along the south wall ranged from 2. 7 inches below (in the south-east corner 
of the building) to 3.5 inches below the reference point in the middle of the 
building. The measured elevations of the floor along the north wall ranged from 
1. 7 inches (in the north-west corner of the building) below the reference point in 
the middle of the building to 1.4 inches above (in the mjddle of the north wall) the 
same reference point. The floor elevations can be characterized as sloping 
downward from northeast towards the southwest. 

Weather Information 

The National Weather Service reported that Hurricane Sandy made landfall at 
approximately midnight on October 29, 2012, near Atlantic City. New Jersey as a 
Category I hurricane. Significant storm surge and flooding were reported along a 
long stretch of the Mid-Atlantic and Southern New England coast. 

Available weather information indicated that the maximum sustained winds in the 
area of 56 mph during the storm, that the maximum wind gusts of 85 mph and 
that 0.55 inches of rainfall was recorded at New York JFK, New York on October 
29, 2012. Storm surge of 9.4 feet reportedly affected Rockaway, New York area 
during the passage of the storm. 

January 7, 2013 Page3 
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Foundation Soils Information 

The soils information available from the NRCS web soil survey indicated that the 
subject building was constructed on Urban Land soils. Urban land soils were 
described as various quantities of miscellaneous soil constituents and fill 
materials placed at the site and no engineering properties or characteristics were 
available for the soil due to the inconsistency of the material. 

Analyses and Discussion 

Available information indicated that Long Beach. New York area experienced 
flooding on October 29, 2012 in connection with the passage of Hurricane Sandy. 
High water marks observed at the site indicated that floodwaters inundated the 
property, entered the crawlspace and interior living area of the building and rose 
approximately 6 inches above the floor surface. No scoured soils were observed 
at the property but waterborne deposits of sand were noted around the perimeter 
of the building. The evidence observed at the site indicated that the property 
experienced depth and velocity flow of floodwaters during the subject flood event. 

Flowing floodwaters generally exert greater forces on surfaces and structures 
than still waters of similar depth . Moving water flowing around a structure imparts 
lateral and vertical forces to the structure associated with the weight of the water 
(hydrostatic and buoyant forces). lateral impact forces associated with the 
momentum of the moving water (hydrodynamic forces) , and frictional forces 
along the surfaces contacted by the moving water that can scour and erode 
adjacent soils and remove wall coverings and appurtenances. Hydrostatic and 
hydrodynamic forces can damage elements of a building structure and erosion 
and scour caused by the frictional forces can weaken the structure by removing 
supporting soil and undermining the building foundation . Differential floodwater 
levels acting against the walls of the building, either from the exterior during the 
initial flooding of the property or trapped within the interior of the building when 
the exterior floodwaters recede, exert hydrostatic pressures upon the building. 

We observed no evidence or indications of recent movement, distortion or 
shifting of the exterior walls of the subject building consistent with the application 
of hydrodynamic forces or hydrostatic forces from floodwaters. We also 
observed no scuff marks, abrasions, or other evidence on or around the subject 
buildmg to indicate impact or recent shifting or movement of the building framing 
or foundation. We did not observe any erosion or scour of the soils around the 
perimeter of the subject building or in the crawlspace consistent with detrimental 
velocity flow. No evidence of recent shifting or movement of the floor framing 
members or foundation components was observed beneath the subject building. 
The physical evidence observed at the property indicated that the subject 
building and foundation system were not structurally damaged by hydrodynamic 
forces, hydrostatic forces, scour or erosion of the surface soils, or buoyancy 
forces of the floodwaters associated with the reported flood event. 

On the exterior of the building, the roof was noted to be uneven and the walls 
were measured to be leaning but no evidence of any recent shifting or movement 
of the exterior walls or roof framing was noted. Within the crawlspace area 

January 7, 2013 Page4 
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beneath the building, no scoured soils were observed and no scuff marks, 
coloration differences or any other evidence of recent shifting or movement of the 
floor framing or foundation components was noted. Within the interior of the 
building the floors were measured to be uneven and sloped downwards towards 
the southwest comer of the building but no evidence of any recent shifting or 
movement of the interior walls or ceilings was observed. The noted conditions at 
the site including the uneven roof slopes. leaning exterior walls and the uneven 
floor surfaces within the interior of the building, were consistent with differentiaJ 
movement of the building and foundation. 

Differential movement of a building and foundation is a common occurrence that 
may be caused by movement of the supporting soils at the property, deterioration 
and distortion of the framing components of the building, re-leveling, and other 
repair efforts. Movement of the supporting soil beneath the foundation system is 
typically caused by long-term reduction of the soil volume in response to loads 
imparted to the ground (consolidation), changes in soil moisture content, 
subsidence, and frost heave from subfreezing temperatures. Causes of 
variations in the soil moisture include intermittent periods of rainfall, flooding, 
poor drainage around a structure, variation in watering of vegetation, the 
presence of trees and shrubbery that consume soil moisture, and the presence of 
leaks in plumbing lines at or near the property. 

Representative photographs are in the attachments. The photographs taken but 
not included in the report are available upon request. 

January 7, 2013 PageS 
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This report was prepared by U.S. Forensic, L.L.C. for the exclusive use of Fidelity 
National Property & Casualty Insurance Company. Any other use is prohibited 
without the written consent of Fidelity National Property &Casualty Insurance 
Company and U.S. Forensic. Our opinions are based on experience, education, 
work performed, industry resources, engineering references, and other 
information acquired and listed in the Reference Information section of this 
report. We reserve the right to modify or supplement our opinions and 
conclusions. 

January 7, 2013 Page6 
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Reference lnfonnation 

We reviewed and utilized the following references and information when 
preparing this report. 

1) Site inspection of the building located at 24 Michigan Street in Long 
Beach, New York performed on December 4, 2012 by George Hernemar, 
P.E. Photographs and measurements were taken in various portions of 
the building. 

2) NRCS Soil Conservation Service Web Soil Survey for Nassau County, 
New York. 

3) Weather data from the WeatherUnderground.com website. 

January 7, 2013 Page 7 
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Photograph 1 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

Photographs 

View of the front (west) side of the subject building. 

Photograph 2 
View of the north side of the buil ~.,, __ 
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Photograph 3 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of the south side of the bu 
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Photograph 5 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of the south-west corner of the building. Note the waterborne 
deposits of sand. 

~~:::iiiiii 

Photograph 6 
View of the south-west corner of the build 
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Photograph 7 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of the south-east comer of the build in 

Photograph 8 
View of the south wall of the buildin 

iiilill~~ 
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Photograph 9 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of h water marks on northeast corner of the build in 

Photograph 10 
View of main entrance door with high water marks as seen from 
inside. Note the sand on the floor. 

January 7, 2013 Page 12 
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Photograph 11 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of wall in kitchen. 

Photograph 12 
View of bedroom alo 
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Photograph 13 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of southwest comer of the buildi 

Photograph 14 
View of livin room with sand aer)OS!Itea 
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USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 
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Photograph 17 

USF Report No. 12.22.1304 
Attachments 

View of ace as seen from north-east. 
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EXHIBIT 3
List of Nielsen Cases regarding Earth Movement

# NAME

CARRIER EARTH MOVEMENT 

LIST

1 Balinsky, John Yes

2 Blenman, Derek Yes

3 Barillaro, Joseph Yes

4 Chekett, John Yes

5 Battista Yes

6 Bierman, Adam Yes

7 Biondo, Kristi Yes

8 Brady, Dennis Yes

9 Fabbricante Yes

10 Fitzgerald, E. (John McGrath) Yes

11 Foti, Suellen Yes

12 Walsh, John Yes

13 Fitzgerald, John Yes

14 Buckley, Maura Yes

15 Buonomo, Theresa Yes

16 Reid, Kathleen Yes

17 Buontempone Yes

18 Carley  Yes

19 Carlo, Adaline Yes

20 Guttieri, Eugene Yes

21 Colleran Yes

22 Murphy, Brian Yes

23 Coccoli, Alfredina Yes

24 Carlson, Elizabeth Yes

25 Connell, Ann Marie Yes

26 Corney, Jacqueline Yes

27 Curry Yes

28 Smith, Gregory Yes

29 Cloos, Robert Yes

30 Dawo, Frederick Yes

31 Hadef Yes

32 Quinn, Ann Yes

33 Denver, T.  Yes

34 Deschler Yes

35 Doyle, J.  Yes

36 Ebert, George Yes

37 Flynn, Brian Yes

38 Gallagher, Christopher Yes

39 Curley, RoseMarie Yes

40 Curley, Theresa Yes

41 Scanlan, William Yes
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EXHIBIT 3
List of Nielsen Cases regarding Earth Movement

# NAME

CARRIER EARTH MOVEMENT 

LIST

42 Gillespie, Patrick Yes

43 D'Ambrosi, Joanne Yes

44 Greenberger Yes

45 Willis ‐ DON’T HAVE Yes

46 Benson, Jason Yes

47 Redmond, Nancy (Foley) Yes

48 Gresser, Fredrick & Teresa Yes

49 Hamlet Yes

50 Patton, S. Yes

51 Milone, G. Yes

52 Hirschfeld Yes

53 Bromberg, Bruce Yes

54 Karasanti, Z. Yes

55 Greengus, Todd Yes

56 Szajt Yes

57 Hilberer, W. Yes

58 MacLellan, Thomas Yes

59 Lord, Joy (Friedman) Yes

60 Maguire, Kerry Yes

61 Rose, Robert (both) Yes

62 Robinson, Timothy Yes

63 Silvers, Scott Yes

64 Smith, Theresa (Reed) Yes

65 Osborne, Kim Yes

66 Christianson, Geraldine Yes

67 Mangan Yes

68 Mentges, David (both) Yes

69 Marconi, Peter Yes

70 Marlow Yes

71 Mathew, L. Yes

72 Mitchell, Michael Yes

73 Quinn, Brian Yes

74 Maxwell, Janet Yes

75 Faulkner, William Yes

76 McArdle, Michael Yes

77 McCarthy, S. Yes

78 Leiner, Sol Yes

79 Beaumont, Patricia Yes

80 Braddish, Brian Yes

81 McGovern, David Yes

82 Callahan, Margaret Yes
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EXHIBIT 3
List of Nielsen Cases regarding Earth Movement

# NAME

CARRIER EARTH MOVEMENT 

LIST

83 Mero, John Yes

84 Deely, William Yes

85 Dentice, Patty Yes

86 Febrizio, Nicholas Yes

87 Finnegan Yes

88 Gialanze, Debra Yes

89 Giardelli, Anthony Yes

90 Muratore, M. Yes

91 Neville, James Yes

92 Hommel, Theodore Yes

93 Juan, Dave Yes

94 Kreutz Yes

95 Nicasio Yes

96 O'Grady Yes

97 O'Hagan, Brian Yes

98 Ramey Yes

99 Razzano Yes

100 Rossi Yes

101 Salgado Yes

102 Sarmuksnis Yes

103 Seeman, Michael Yes

104 Proto, Dawn Yes

105 Rayner, William Yes

106 Tarsia, Richard Yes

107 Saggese, K.  Yes

108 Walsh, Theresa Yes

109 Wellisch Yes

110 Matthews, Gail  Yes

111 Hawran Yes

112 Schatzberg Yes

113 Redinger Yes

114 Wolken, Fred Yes

115 Schramm, M. Yes

116 Masin, L. ‐ (Higgins) Yes

117 Smallman, James Yes
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Engineer: (Katrina) Reports altered, name forged 

'They took out whole exhibits' 

By ANITA LEE 
SunHerald.com 
Apri/11, 2006 

Professional engineer James K. "Ken" Overstreet said his assessments of property damaged by Hurricane 
Katrina were altered without his p=ission and, in several cases, his signature was forged on documents 
insurance companies used to minimize or deny policyholder claims. 

Overstreet worked as a contractor for S&B Infrastructure. In turn, S&B contracted with Rimkus Consulting 
Group Inc. to supply damage assessments to insurance companies. S&B, he said, parroted orders from Rimkus. 

"If they could get by with changing the wind to surge, they would do it," said Overstreet, who has talked with 
the state Attorney General's Office in connection with a Hurricane Katrina insurance-fraud investigation. "If 
you had affidavits in there where people saw houses blowing down, sometimes they'd just take those out 
entirely. They took out whole exhibits." 

The Sun Herald obtained copies of altered reports from the Merlin Law Group, which has subpoenaed the 
records for several lawsuits filed in Harrison County against Houston-based Rimkus, Rimkus employees 
managing Hurricane Katrina work, State Farm Fire & Casualty Co., Clarendon National Insurance Co. and the 
company adjusting Clarendon claims, CIG Group Inc. 

Because of state Attorney General Jim Hood's ongoing investigation, representatives of S&B and State Farm 
said the companies will not comment on the allegations. 

Rimkus attorney David Ward said the company has not been presented with any lawsuits or documentation 
about the lawsuits. "We have no specific information from anybody that says there was anything improper done 
on a specific file. Once we have that, we'll be happy to respond in particular." 

Ward, who has represented Rimkus about 15 years, said the company follows detailed policies and procedures 
to produce its reports and other documents. 

Because of Hurricane Katrina's unprecedented storm surge, insurance companies have engaged engineering 
firms to separate wind damage, which they are obligated to pay, from destruction by water, which they are not. 

Chip Merlin, a Florida lawyer who has specialized in lawsuits again insurance companies since the 1980s, said 
he is not surprised by the altered reports his firm has seen. 

"Many times, engineers themselves are involved with doctoring the report," said Merlin, whose previous cases 
in other states did not involve Rimkus. 

"In this case, you have an innocent engineer writing his own opiuion and then somebody, for some reason, 
changing that person's opiuion on paper. That's why it's pretty unique." 

From state to state, disaster to disaster, Merlin sees an overriding theme: "Time after time, we find the insurance 
company, instead oflooking for ways to pay the full amount, deviously engineering ways to pay less than 
what's owed under the policy after the loss happens." 

For their part, insurance companies maintain they investigate each claim and pay customers what is owed under 
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their policies. 

Overstreet said the engineering firms changed his reports without consulting him, even removing his references 
to tornadoes when he found evidence of them. 

State regulations require that an engineer prepare, review in depth or directly supervise the work he signs and 
affiXes with his professional seal. Overstreet said Rimkus engineers whose signatures and seals are affixed to 
several of his reports were not involved in the damage assessments and didn't review the work with him. 

Overstreet said his signature was forged on the altered reports. 

"I don't think there was any restriction on the extent to which they could change the report," Overstreet said. " I 
was told we didn't have any control over how the reports got changed. It was like it was almost none of my 
business how they got changed." 

Overstreet said he saw a pattern to the damage investigations: when winds and surge battered property, blame 
the surge. 

Such was the case with a Rimkus report on the Long Beach home of James "Bud" Ray, who thought that he was 
fully covered for hurricane losses when he secured a National Flood Insurance policy and a homeowners policy 
for wind damage. 

His flood claim was paid through the National Flood Insurance Program, but he's still fighting for full 
reimbursement from Clarendon for wind damage. Clarendon contracted with CGI to adjust its claims. 

In September, CGI wrote Ray, saying he might not be entitled to coverage because early reports indicated the 
storm surge flooded or washed away many homes, but the company would investigate the claim. 

Overstreet completed a report on the Ray property in December. He concluded: "The home had been destroyed 
by a combination of wind gusts, tornadoes and wind-driven storm surge." 

He added: "Due to the high incidence of snapped and uprooted trees, and according to eyewitness accounts, 
winds much higher than those considered to be "sustained" likely contributed to the structural damage to Mr. 
Ray's house." 

A second Rimkus report in February omitted Overstreet's conclusions and instead said, "The storm surge 
associated with Hurricane Katrina destroyed the portion of the residence above the concrete foundation slab." 

Ray had collected sworn eyewitness accounts of the devastation. 

Overstreet's report included the eyewitness accounts and a map showing where each lived, along with a photo of 
Ray and one of the eyewitnesses. Those items were not included in the February report. Overstreet said his 
name was forged on the report as a consultant, with another engineer's signature and seal affixed. 

Meanwhile, Ray spent $15,000 of his own savings on weather, engineering and other professional reports to 
buttress his claim that wind tore up his waterfront home before the water arrived. He kept CGI representatives 
abreast of his expert information, eventually securing $500,000 on a policy valued at more than $900,000. 

After learning about the altered reports, he decided a lawsuit was his only recourse. His attorneys argue that his 
policy limits should be paid, and punitive damages levied against Clarendon and CGI for acting in bad faith. 

Clarendon representatives did not return calls to comment, while a CGI spokesman said the company had not 
seen the lawsuit. 

Overstreet summed up the situation: 

"You're not supposed to get somebody else to figure it out and do all the work and then stamp it. 
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"The person doing the stamping ought to be the person that saw the documents and did the work. 

"I hate to say that about a company I was employed by, but its devastating for people who rely on it as an 
honest opinion." 
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